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Statistics of the Coulomb-blockade peak spacings of a silicon quantum dot
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We present an experimental study of the fluctuations of Coulomb-blockade peak positions of a quantum dot.
The dot is defined by patterning the two-dimensional electron gas of a silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistor structure using stacked gates. This permits variation of the number of electrons on the
quantum dot without significant shape distortion. The ratio of charging energy to single-particle energy is
considerably larger than in comparable GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum dots. The statistical distribution of the
conductance peak spacings in the Coulomb-blockade regime was found to be unimodal and does not follow the
Wigner surmise. The fluctuations of the spacings are much larger than the typical single-particle level spacing
and thus clearly contradict the expectation of constant interaction–random matrix theory.
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The spectral properties of many quantum-mechanical
tems whose classical behavior is known to be chaotic
remarkably well described by the theory of random matri
~RMT!.1 This has been experimentally confirmed, for e
ample, in measurements of slow neutron resonances
nuclei2 and in microwave reflection spectra of billiard shap
cavities.3 Electron-transport experiments performed on se
conductor quantum dots in the Coulomb-blockade~CB!
regime4 provide a further possibility to check RMT predic
tions. The classical motion of electrons in these structu
can be assumed to be chaotic due to an irregular pote
landscape produced by impurities, an asymmetric confi
ment potential,5 and/or electron-electron interactions.6 The
transport properties of quantum dots are inherently relate
their energy spectra and electronic wave functions and
the connection with RMT is readily made.5,7

Indeed, experiments on the distribution of conductan
peak heights of quantum dots in the Coulomb-blockade
gime have shown good agreement with the predictions
RMT.8,9 On the other hand, the distribution of the CB pe
spacings have been found to deviate from the expectation
RMT.10–12The results suggest that the peak spacings are
distributed according to the famous Wigner surmise. Furth
more, there is no indication of spin degeneracy that wo
result in a bimodal peak spacing distribution.12 In Refs. 10
and 11 the fluctuations of the peak spacings are consider
larger than expected from RMT, whereas the experime
presented in Ref. 12 yield smaller peak spacing fluctuatio
which, however, are still larger than those predicted
RMT.
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~16!/10441~4!/$15.00
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The deviations from the RMT predictions have been f
quently interpreted as fluctuations in the charging energy.
the charging energy reflects the Coulomb interactions b
between the electrons on the dot as well as between the
and its environment, the dependence of the fluctuations
the interaction strength is of fundamental interest. Numer
studies suggest that the fluctuations are proportional to
charging energy rather than to the single-particle le
spacing.10,13,14This is also found theoretically for the class
cal limit of a Coulomb glass island.15 In RPA calculations
the fluctuations have been related to fluctuations of
eigenfunctions of the dot.16 Another approach based o
density-functional theory emphasizes the role of the C
lomb matrix elements of scarred wave functions.17 Recently,
also a noninteracting explanation for the Gaussian shap
the peak spacing distribution has been given in terms of le
dynamics due to shape deformation of the quantum dot.18

Here we present an experimental study of the statistic
Coulomb-blockade peak positions of a quantum dot. The
is defined by patterning the two-dimensional electron gas
a silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transis
~MOSFET! structure using stacked gates. These experime
differ significantly in two major ways from prior experi
ments on quantum dots defined in GaAs/AlxGa12xAs hetero-
structures: first and foremost, due to the different elect
density and material properties of silicon, the ratio of t
charging energyEC to the single-particle energy level spa
ing De is considerably larger; likewise the dimensionle
parameterr s , which characterizes the strength of the Co
R10 441 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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lomb interactions, is larger than in previous studies. Seco
the number of electrons is varied by the application o
voltage to a top gate instead of by squeezing the quantum
with a plunger gate. We find that the distribution of the pe
spacings is unimodal and roughly Gaussian. The magnit
of the fluctuations is 15 times larger than that predicted
RMT.

Conduction through a small electron island coupled
leads via tunnel barriers is normally suppressed ifkBT
!EC , whereEC is the charging energy of the island. Th
effect is known as the Coulomb blockade.4 The blockade is
lifted when the conditionmd,mdot,ms is satisfied, where
ms , md , andmdot are the chemical potentials of the sourc
drain, and dot, respectively. In the linear response regi
where these experiments have been performed,umd2msu
!De,kBT. The chemical potential of the dot is defined
mdot(N11)5E(N11)2E(N) whereE(N) is the total en-
ergy of the dot occupied byN electrons. In the case wher
the blockade is lifted an electron can tunnel from the sou
onto the dot, changing the dot’s occupation fromN to N
11, and sequentially tunnel off the dot to the drain leavi
the dot in its original state. The resulting fluctuation of t
electron number on the dot leads to a finite conductan
Experimentally this can be achieved by appropriately tun
mdot with an external gate. Sweeping the gate voltageVg
results in the well-known conductance oscillations indicat
successive filling of the dot with single electrons. The diffe
ence ofmdot between two adjacent conductance maxima
thus given byDmN5E(N11)22E(N)1E(N21), which
can be viewed as the discrete second derivative of the q
tum dot energy with respect to particle number, i.e., the
verse compressibility]m/]N.13

In the constant interaction~CI! model4 the energy of the
dot is approximated asE(N)5(Ne)2/2CS1( i 51

N e i , where
the electrostatic interactions are treated using a simple
pacitive charging model with a total dot capacitanceCS , and
the quantum-mechanical terms are taken into accoun
single-particle energiese i . In this model the difference o
the chemical potentials for successive occupation numb
the so-called addition energy, isDmN5EC1DeN with the
charging energyEC5e2/CS , and the level spacingDeN
5eN112eN . This is mapped to gate voltages v
e(Cg /CS)DVg5EC1DeN where Cg is the capacitance o
the dot to the gate andDVg the difference between the ga
voltages at which adjacent conductance maxima occur.

This final expression motivated the original investigatio
of the peak spacings in the light of random matrix theo
RMT shows that the normalized spacingsS(^S&51) be-
tween adjacent eigenvalues of a generic time-reversal inv
ant Hamiltonian are distributed according to the Wigner s
mise

PW~S!5
p

2
Se2~p/4!S2

. ~1!

The fluctuations of these spacings are (^S2&2^S&2)1/2

'0.52̂ S&. However, experiments have shown that the co
bined CI-RMT model is not capable of describing the o
served peak spacing distribution correctly.10–12

The Coulomb-blockade measurements on which the
lowing analysis is based have been performed on a quan
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dot defined in a silicon MOSFET structure. We have utiliz
a stacked gate structure to pattern the electron gas as sh
in Fig. 1. First, a gate oxide is grown on ap-type silicon
substrate~lower oxide!, and then a lower metal gate is de
posited and patterned using electron-beam lithography
lift-off techniques. Above the lower gate a second layer
silicon dioxide is deposited~upper oxide!, and finally an up-
per gate is formed; the upper oxide layer serves to insu
the lower gate from the upper gate. Application of positi
voltages to the upper gate leads to the formation of a tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! at the Si/SiO2 interface;
n1 implanted regions serve as Ohmic contacts to the 2DE
Further details about this device may be fou
elsewhere.19,20 The lower gates locally screen the electr
field created by the upper gate, and a quantum dot is form
by applying appropriate negative voltages to the lower ga
The size of the dot is estimated from the capacitance to
A'200 nm3200 nm, which agrees well with the litho
graphic dimensions of 250 nm3270 nm when electrostatic
depletion at the edge is considered. The electron density
be varied by changing the upper gate voltage, whereas
lower gate voltage controls the tunnel barriers and the e
trostatic confinement potential of the quantum dot. This te
nique allows the definition of very small structures th
therefore have low capacitances and high charging energ
For the quantum dot discussed here these values areCS

'85 aF andEC'1.9 meV as obtained from temperature d
pendence measurements of the conductance resonance20

In contrast to previous experiments on quantum dots
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructures the electron density

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the device design. A cr
section of the device is shown in~a!. Two oxide and two gate layers
are formed on top ofp-type silicon substrate. The lower oxide laye
has a thickness of roughly 20 nm, while the upper oxide is appro
mately 80 nm thick. The voltage on the upper gate is used to v
the electron density in the 2DEG induced at the interface of
lower oxide and the silicon. A top view of the device is shown
~b!. The pattern in the lower gates defines a quantum dot in
induced electrons; note that the upper gate covers all of the
show in ~b! and overlaps the source and drain. The lithograp
dimensions of the quantum dot are 250 nm3270 nm.
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considerably higher,ns'2.531016 m22. The mobility of the
two-dimensional electron gas ism50.56 m2/V s, and the
mean free pathl'100 nm is comparable to the system siz
The single-particle energy level spacing can be obtai
from the estimated dot areaA, via Weyl’s formula21 as De
52p\2/gm* A515 meV, where g is the degeneracy o
electronic states in the two-dimensional electron gas, andm*
is the effective mass of the electrons. In a 2DEG in a silic
MOS systemm* 50.2me , and atB50 both the spin and
valley degeneracies must be considered and thereforeg54.
While these quantum dots are smaller than many of
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum dots studied,10–12, De is of the
same order due to the larger effective mass, and to the va
degeneracy.

The strength of the electronic interactions characteri
by the dimensionless parameterr s5g/(2ApnsaB* )52.1 con-
siderably exceeds the values obtained in recent experim
~where r s'1);10–12 here aB* is the effective Bohr radius
Similarly, the ratio of charging energy to single-particle e
ergy level spacingEC /De'125, another measure of th
relative importance of electron-electron interactions, is lar
than in the experiments performed on GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
quantum dots.

The measurements were performed in a3He refrigerator
at a temperature ofT5320 mK using standard lock-in tech
niques at low frequencies and bias. The conductance osc
tions were measured as a function of the upper gate volt
Consequently, the electron density was varied without d
tically changing other system parameters such as char
energy, single-particle energy, and dot shape. This also
trasts with former experiments on the statistics of cond
tance oscillations where the shape of the quantum dot
distorted by plunger gates.9,12

The following analysis is based on a series of more th
100 conductance peaks occurring in the upper gate vol
range from 12.1 V to 13.5 V~see Fig. 2 inset!. In this range
the electron density changes from 2.431016 m22 to 2.6
31016 m22. The quantum point contacts connecting t
quantum dot to the leads are tuned into the tunneling reg
by applying voltages of24.5 V and28.0 V to the left and
right pair of lower gates, respectively. The position of ea

FIG. 2. The normalized peak spacingsd obtained from an uppe
gate voltage sweep. The fluctuations around the mean value 0
much larger than expected from the CI-RMT model. The in
shows Coulomb-blockade conductance oscillations as a functio
the upper gate voltage.
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peak is obtained by fitting the peak by a thermally broade
line shape} cosh22

„ea(V2V0)/2kBT…4 where a and V0
serve as the fit parameters. The gate voltage spacingsDVg
are calculated from the peak positions.

The mean valuêDVg& of the spacings as a function ofVg
is obtained from a linear fit asDVg(Vg)'@12.22(3.5
31022/V(Vg212.5 V)# mV. The smallness of the slope o
this fit shows that the influence of the upper gate on
capacitance and therefore on the size of the dot is ra
weak. Accordingly, the shape deformation that has been p
tulated to explain the distribution ofDVg

18 plays no signifi-
cant role in this experiment. The normalized peak spacin

d5
DVg2^DVg&

^DVg&
~2!

are displayed in Fig. 2. The fluctuations ofd are computed to
be ^d2&1/2'0.06. The fluctuations in the addition energy a
therefore, roughly 115meV, which is 7.5 times the mea
level spacingDe, and thus 15 times larger than the fluctu
tions expected from RMT. This supports the view that t
fluctuations of the addition energy scale with the Coulom
energy rather than with the kinetic energy. However, the p
portionality factor 0.06 is smaller than that suggested by
merical calculations~0.1–0.2!.14 It should be noted that in
these experimentsDe'kBT. We expect that the effect o
thermal broadening would be to reduce the fluctuations
peak spacing. A simple model12 predicts that the fluctuation
expected within RMT would be reduced by a factor of 2–
If we incorporate this correction into RMT then the fluctu
tions we find in our experiment are 30 to 45 times larger th
those predicted by RMT.

The distribution of the peak spacings normalized to
area of unity is shown in Fig. 3. The distribution is unimod
and roughly has the shape of a Gaussian. In the inset of
3 the experimental distribution is depicted together with
Wigner surmise@Eq. ~1!#; for comparison tod we have res-
caled the predictions of RMT taking into account the expe
mental values ofEC and De. As in previous experiments
there is no evidence of a bimodal addition spectrum as

are
t
of

FIG. 3. Histogram showing the distribution of the normaliz
peak spacings from Fig. 2. The area of the histogram is normal
to unity. A Gaussian fit with standard deviation ofs50.06 is also
displayed. The inset shows the same histogram alongside
Wigner surmise, the distribution predicted by RMT, forDe
515 meV. The experimental distribution is much broader than e
pected from RMT.
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predicted by the CI-RMT model. This is in agreement w
the theoretical prediction that the influence of spin deg
eracy on the addition spectrum is washed out for stron
electron-electron interactions (r s.1).14,16

In conclusion, we have investigated the Coulom
blockade peak spacing distribution of a quantum dot fa
cated in the 2DEG of a silicon MOSFET structure. In acc
dance with experiments on GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum dots
the distribution differs from the Wigner surmise and
roughly Gaussian. The fluctuations are approximat
0.06 EC . Due to the large ratio of charging energyEC to
single-particle energyDe this strongly suggests that the flu
tuations scale withEC and not withDe. This clearly contra-
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dicts the predictions of CI-RMT and indicates that the flu
tuations are dominated by electron-electron interactions
this system.
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